2001 ford focus pcv valve location

I went online to check where was the pcv valve for a ford focus, but I didn't find it. Does anyone
have a picture? The PCV positive crankcase valve is usually on top of the engine or in the valve
cover, but it will be in different locations depending on the engine cylinder count: 4, 6, or 8
cylinder. You may have to go to a dealer and ask for a parts breakdown drawing which will show
you where all the various parts are located. Some libraries have big books that show all the
details about any model of car. Ask around. Go around to the passenger side of the car and
shove your arm way down along the firewall behind the engine. Feel around with your fingers
and you will feel the PCV hose where it connects to the intake. Once you have found that you
can follow it forward from underneath no kidding about a foot to the PCV valve. I don't think it is
even visible from the top. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Poll:
Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be
alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Trudeau on Biden call: U. Chris
Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air. Mars rover's giant parachute carried secret message.
Bucs GM considering Tom Brady contract extension. Answer Save. Phillip S Lv 6. FlagMichael
Lv 7. Source s : Had to replace that hose in a friend's Focus. Its on the front of a line that looks
like a big black t and it is very hard to notice. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. Ford Focus owners have reported 6 problems related to crankcase pcv under the engine
and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Focus based on all problems reported for
the Focus. Car lost power and engine light came on while traveling southbound on I Underneath
parts and lower body panels caught fire and melted. Vehicle was towed to the paul clark Ford
dealership in yulee, FL. Where it was discovered the engine had experienced a catastrophic
engine failure. There was a hole a little smaller than a basketball blown out of the bottom of the
crankcase with the oil pump and pieces of the engine laying on the shield covering the oil pan.
The car had just been fully serviced with it's routine oil change, recommended service routine,
etc by same dealer. Even though the vehicle is under full warranty, nothing has been done to
repair the vehicle as of yet. Ford is conducting an internal review and said it could take up to 90
days before a determination is made. They also have not offered a loaner vehicle or a rental car
to the owner while this process is taking place. See all problems of the Ford Focus. I have a
Ford Focus lx with , miles on it and its my first Ford car. I have owned many of Ford trucks in
my life and always fixed problems with them myself. But with my Focus, every time in the past 4
years when I turn a corner roughly around 15 mph or over, it cuts out and the car bogs out and
jumps like the engine is going to jump out then I get a bad smell almost like sulfur coming from
the car. All fluid levels are good with a full gas tank. This happens whether the car is hot or cold.
Usually I can just punch the gas pedal to the floor and it will eventually gain rpm's again and go
with no problems until I turn sharp again. I have recently replaced spark plugs and cables,
alternator, transmission and clutch plate, fuel pump and various pcv valves and hoses. Had the
fuel pressure tested and it was fine. This problem has been consistent like this for the past 4
years with no other problems. I have always been a Ford guru but this car is making me think
twice. I have 2 small children that go with me almost everywhere with me and just today as I
turned a corner getting on the highway ramp, it bogged out worse then ever with many angry
drivers on my tail. I thought I was going to crash the car into the guard rail. I hit the pedal to the
floor like I usually do and it started going again, but in fifth gear it kept jumping and cutting out.
I turned off the side of the road to turn the car off then back on and it ran fine all the way home. I
have read many forums with the same issues on my make and model and tried many solutions
with no luck. With your expertise, do you have any ideas why this is happening. I see this
problem allot with Focus's but never any working solutions. The contact owns a Ford Focus.
While driving approximately 35 mph on normal road conditions, the engine began to idle
excessively high. On a separate occasion, the vehicle stalled without warning and lost power
steering. The driver experienced extreme difficulty steering the vehicle and had to use
excessive force to turn the steering wheel. The vehicle was able to resume normal operation.
The failures occurred intermittently. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer and they
wanted to charge the contact for a diagnostic; however, the contact refused due to the cost. The
technician refused to repair the vehicle unless the aftermarket parts were replaced by the
manufacturer. The parts consisted of the pcv valve and fuel filter. The vehicle has not been
repaired. The manufacturer conducted a campaign 03v to address the stalling in the vehicles.
The contact experienced the identical failures mentioned in the campaign, but the VIN was
excluded. The failure mileage was , and current mileage was , Continual oil leakage from the
lower engine block of a Ford Focus 5 door hatchback. This results from an engineering
problem, per my firestone service person. The right side cv axle mounting brackett is attached
to the lower crankcase, and the axle torque has over the 73, miles we have driven the vehicle
cracked the lower crank-case. When there is pressure on the engine, the crack opens and oil

leaks. I have seen the crack with my own eyes. According to the technicians, if this is the case
with this vehicle because of the engineering, there are probably other instances of the same
thing happening. When turning on my Ford Focus zx3, it tends to have a very rough idle,
sputtering and stalling. I have replaced the fuel filter, spark plugs, spark cables, pcv valve and
my ignition coil. But even after all of that my car still sputters, stalls and has a rough idle. I don't
know what to do, being a college student out of my home state of michigan. I have taken it to
auto zone and had it hooked up to the code reader and the attendant said everything was fine.
This is my last straw. Consumer states while pulling off from a yield or stop vehicle will lose
power. Vehicle chekced by dealer who could not determine cause of problem. Consumer stated
that this problem seems to happen when slowing down or accelerating from a stop or yield, the
dealern replaced mass air flow sensor and pcv valve but this did not correct the problem. Car
Problems. Crankcase pcv problem of the Ford Focus 1. Crankcase pcv problem of the Ford
Focus 2. Crankcase pcv problem of the Ford Focus 3. Crankcase pcv problem of the Ford Focus
4. Crankcase pcv problem of the Ford Focus 5. Crankcase pcv problem of the Ford Focus 6.
Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems.
Engine Stall problems. Engine problems. Gasoline Engine problems. Engine Shut Off Without
Warning problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Engine Cooling System
problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. You might be a specialist who wishes to try to
find references or address existing troubles. Or you are a trainee, or maybe even you who just
want to know about Ford Focus Pcv Valve Location. Whatever you are, we attempt to bring the
content that matches what you are trying to find. You may originate from an online search
engine, after that discover this web site. This topic is a great deal of people looking on the
internet, therefore we gather images from different reliable resources as well as understand in
their field. The results of the gathering are uploaded on this internet site. Here are some of the
leading drawings we receive from various sources, we really hope these images will certainly
work to you, and also with any luck extremely pertinent to just what you want about the Ford
Focus Pcv Valve Location is. This picture we have filteringed system from good produce the
very best photo, however exactly what do you believe? We wish to make an internet site useful
for many people. If the photo above is not very clear, please click the picture you wish to
increase the size of, then you will certainly be required to another page to present a clearer and
also larger picture, you will likewise exist information from gambvar. At the bottom of this
website there is also a Ford Focus Pcv Valve Location image gallery, if the image above is
insufficient for you. Tags: ford focus 2. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. Asked by Wiki
User. It is on the valve cover. How do you set the timing on an ford ranger 4 cylinder. I am trying
to save myself some money and I want to change the serpentine belt on my ford contour 2 L
manual transmission Nebuchadnezzar is 20L, that's big. On average about 20L of water is used
when cooking. Depending on the size of one's backyard, one can generally fit approximately
one hundred to two hundred 20L bags of soil in the yard. Again, it depends on the size of the
yard. Yes at back of engine and difficult to get to! It depends on what tye of fish you are going to
keep. What kind of fish are you thinking of getting? So, there are mL in a L. The exact Gap size
is. Consider a l rucksack. The other two dimensions of your container will be needed to
calculate a volume. Then you can convert cm cubed into one litre. Yes, the prajay syndicate is
selling 2 bedroom flats less than 20l in moti nagar. As it is critical to do this correctly, I suggest
you get a repair manual or ask a professional who has the correct sequence before them.
Guessing is not an option. Ask Question. EGR Systems. Crankcases and PCV Valves. Ford
Focus. Toyota SR5. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. How do
you set the timing belt on a Ford Ranger 20L? How many gallons in 20L? How many fire-belly
toads can live in a 20L tank? How many significant figures are there in 20L? What is 20litres in
gallons? What is wrong with a Ford Focus ZTS 20L when the lights radio windshield wipers etc
turn on but the engine will not even click or anything Also the gauges max out then return? How
do you put the serpentine belt on a ford contour 20L? What is a mammoth champagne bottle
called? How much water is used in cooking? How many 20L bags in a yard of soil? Does the
Santa Fe 20l diesel have glow plugs or is it incorporated in the injector? How do you replace the
alternator on a Kia Spectra 20L? How meany fish can you fit in a 20l tank? How many litres are
the same as milliliters? How many times does 75ml go into 20L? What is the spark plug gap for
a Pontiac Sunbird 20L 4 cylinder? How much antifreeze do you need to add to a 98 cadillac
deville? Which of the measurement is largest What is the fuel oil mix of a suzuki dt40 outboard?
Will a 20L rucksack last for 2 days camping? How many 20L jerrycans fit in 1x40ft container?
What do salamanders need? What order do you torque the head bolts on the 20l 89 Nissan
Stanza? Asked By Wiki User. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher
Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. How many times does 30 go into ? What
times 10 equals to ? Give me food and I will live give me water and I will die what am I? How old

is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music
become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Unanswered Questions How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Slum children at play
by Ruskin Bond summary? What is conflict of the story of the two brothers? Mga positibo at
negatibong epekto ng pananakop ng hapon sa Pilipinas? What does the quote ambition can
creep as well as soar mean? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and
handled? What is mission statement of capitec bank? All Rights Reserved. The material on this
site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with
prior written permission of Multiply. I went online to check where was the pcv valve for a ford
focus, but I didn't find it. Does anyone have a picture? The PCV positive crankcase valve is
usually on top of the engine or in the valve cover, but it will be in different locations depending
on the engine cylinder count: 4, 6, or 8 cylinder. You may have to go to a dealer and ask for a
parts breakdown drawing which will show you where all the various parts are located. Some
libraries have big books that show all the details about any model of car. Ask around. Go
around to the passenger side of the car and shove your arm way down along the firewall behind
the engine. Feel around with your fingers and you will feel the PCV hose where it connects to
the intake. Once you have found that you can follow it forward from underneath no kidding
about a foot to the PCV valve. I don't think it is even visible from the top. Trending News. For
Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance
grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax changes could mean bigger
refunds for some. Trudeau on Biden call: U. Chris Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air. Mars
rover's giant parachute carried secret message. Bucs GM considering Tom Brady contract
extension. Answer Save. Phillip S Lv 6. FlagMichael Lv 7. Source s : Had to replace that hose in
a friend's Focus. Its on the front of a line that looks like a big black t and it is very hard to
notice. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. By soulman , November 26, in
Ford Focus Club. Ive read a lot of posts saying this should be changed when servicing as it has
a habit of collapsing. In my 1. If it collapses you'll usually get an engine light on with an error
code. Not all the time though. Also, when you open your fuel cap, you'll hear the tank
depressurising. The PCV is supposed to get rid of vapourised petrol that builds up in the tank,
and if it fails, then it all just stays in the tank and leaks out with a depressurisation noise when
you open the cap. Thanks arti ,gsm and btmaldon that will be very helpful when I have a look. I
was hoping to have a poke around at lunch but the heavens have opened up here badly. The
blow by vapors that end up in an engine's crankcase contain moisture as well as combustion by
products and unburned fuel vapors. The crankcase is sealed to prevent the escape of these
gases into the atmosphere, but the vapors must be removed to prevent oil contamination that
leads to sludge formation. The positive crankcase ventilation PCV system siphons these vapors
from the crankcase and routes them into the intake manifold so they can be reburned in the
engine. A hose connects the PCV valve to the intake manifold. A second hose between the air
cleaner and crankcase or other valve cover V6 or V8 applications provides fresh air to help flush
the vapors out of the crankcase. Some engines have a separate air filter for the PCV breather
hose located inside the air cleaner. The PCV valve is a spring-loaded valve with a specific orifice
size designed to restrict the amount of air that's siphoned from the crankcase into the intake
manifold. This is necessary because air drawn through the valve from the crankcase has a
leaning effect on the fuel mixture much the same as a vacuum leak. So air flow through the
valve must be controlled within certain limits. At idle, air flow is reduced because little blowby is
produced. When the engine is cruising and vacuum is high, airflow through the PCV valve is at
a maximum to purge the blowby vapors from the crankcase. It's important to note that PCV
valves are sized for specific engine applications. The wrong PCV valve for an application can
flow too much or too little air causing driveability problems. Varnish deposits can clog the
valve, so replacement for preventative maintenance is recommended every 50, miles usually.
The PCV had collapsed managed to change it, added the foil aswell, working fine now. You
would likely be be
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